
 

 

Cavaliers of the South 

03/18/11, Richmond, VA 

Judge: Mark Sedgwick (Pascavale)  

 

Firstly I would like to thank the club for this invitation and my stewards who worked hard and kept 

things moving throughout the day. I thought the standard of dogs had improved over the last couple 

years and in some classes I was splitting hairs. Size has improved and the dogs I judged today had 

better bone and substance. There were some very nice youngsters which looks good for the future of 

our breed. 

 

Junior Puppy Dog (5) 

1. Dancasa Cute As A Button (Tiedemann) Lovely type, well made for shape and head proportions, 

nice size, good bone and pretty head and expression, moved round the ring very well keeping good 

topline and tail carriage. Liked him a lot, sure to have a bright future. Best Puppy Dog 

2. Denham Dynamite Joe (Maddox) Lots to like about this puppy, although not as far forward in head 

as 1, he was well made in body, and once settled moved very well, good for shape and balance, head 

just need a little more time. 3. Krystal Born On The Fourth of July (Torgersen) Nice type, pleasing 

head and eye, just bigger than I like, does not need to grow any more. Well-marked coat in nice 

condition, not as positive in movement as above. 4. Royalteez Cooper’s Pride Eveningstar 

(Marter/Gregory) Good for size although would like a shorter back, pretty in head shape with good 

eyes, not quite together on the move, little loose in front and close in rear. 

Senior Puppy Dog (3) 

1. Makyla King Of The Ring (Tyner) Ruby with good colour, good for size and balance, nice head 

and eye with good expression, moved well, although would like a better tail carriage and set, good turn 

of stifle. 2. Lynsfaire Country Gentleman (Hallsted) Black & tan with plenty of rich colour, shown in 

good coat and condition, large round dark eyes, pleasing head shape, tail a little proud, moved well in 

front, not so good in rear. 3. Welmforth Just Us Three (Lasser) Difficult dog to access on the floor as 

he would not walk, has a cute little head and eye, and good for size, just needs training and some 

confidence. 

Graduate Puppy Dog (2) 

1. Orchardhill Tough Enough, JW (Venier) Blen with a well broken coat, loved his shape with a 

good front and rear angulation, good neck in to well-placed shoulders, well off for bone and substance, 

in good coat and condition, nice head with large dark eyes, moved very well, one I considered for top 

honours, liked him a lot. 2. Merseyport Magical Mystery Tour of Chadwick (Eckersley) Nice type 

with a balanced outline, good head with soft gentle expression, large dark eyes, ears set well, just needs 

a little more finish to complete the picture, showed very well with a good temperament. 

Novice Dog (2) 

1. Blewis V.H. Lamslag at Grandville (Grandemange) Tri, well marked lots of tan in all the right 

places, not so fluent on the move, needs to settle, good rear angulation, needs better front angulation. 2. 

Tanglewood Scottish Affair (Saban/McDowell) Ruby with a nicely balanced outline, better mover 

than one, but bad pigment lost him the first place today, presented a nice outline on the move with good 

front assembly. 

Bred By Exhibitor Dog (2) 

1. Ch Jayba Pucker Up, JW (Lander) Lovely headed Blenheim with large dark eyes, well set ears and 

good expression, heavily marked coat of good colour, moved good in profile with a great topline, 

shown in lovely condition, well presented and handled. 2. Castlemaine Bentley (Warme) Smaller size 

but nice type, pleasing in head and eye, could use ears betters, short back with good turn of stifle, 

well-marked coat, not as positive in movement as one, but lots to like. 

Junior American Bred Dog (5) 

1. Mimic Monogram, JW (Hodges/Perkins) Blen who presents a lovely outline when standing with 

good neck and shoulder placement, heavily marked coat which is straight and silky, good topline and 

tailset, moved with drive, liked him a lot with his pretty head and large dark eyes, just feel he needs to 

drop into his frame a little more which he will do with time, presented and handled well. 2. Dreamvale 

Smart As The Dickens (Warshaw/Sage) Tricolour with a very pretty head shape and nice expression, 

lovely eyes, and lots of bright tan, well-marked coat, liked hima lot, just not as positive on movement 

as one. 3. Maitres Medal of Honor (Bonnefond) Blen, up to size, a little larger than I like, but fairly 

sound on the move, well-marked coat which was in good condition. 4. Darane Leonardo Da Vinci 

(Birbeck).B/t who looked very much a baby in this class, pleasing in head and nice eyes, soft 

expression, nice type, just needs time to mature, and lacking a little in body today. 

American Bred Dog (9) 



 

 

1. Castlekeep Cimaron at TripleCrown Panache (Keane/Brouck) Blen with a lot to like, well 

marked coat, moved very well in profile, pretty headed, presents a nice outline standing, liked him a lot 

but did not move as well in the challenge. 2. Tassajara Hugh Jackman (Seidman/Hughes/Berkau) 

Another nice type dog, full of breed type, good bone and substance, liked his overall size and balance, 

lovely large dark eyes and soft gentle expression, good colour coat which was presented well, not 

moving his best today. 3. Chadwick Scotch On The Rocks at Hudsonview, JW (Yassky/Eckersley) 

Well marked, nicely balanced, pleasing in head and eye, good bone and substance, lost topline a bit on 

the move and would like a better turn in stifle. 4. Harmony Juston (Worthington/Richmond) More 

masculine type, very sound and well made, with good bone, pleasing in head and eye, presented well. 

Special Limit Blenheim Dog (5) 

1. Avalcier Princeton, JW (Venier/Li) Lovely type Blenheim, liked his overall size and balance, 

pretty head and eye with well-set ears, good expression, short back, shown in lovely condition with lots 

of coat, kept a nice topline on the move with good tail carriage. Pleased to award him Reserve Winners 

Dog. 

2. Byermoor Queens Orb (O’Brien) Heavily marked Blenheim with large dark eyes, not quite as 

balanced in body as one, moved well in profile and showed really well, just preferred the expression of 

one. 3. Brookhaven Jacob (Fairchild) Slightly smaller in frame than above, but lots to like, pretty in 

head shape, presents a nice outline standing, well-marked coat of good colour, showed really well with 

a nice temperament. 4. Kavalar Home Run For Windham (Hashagen) Blenheim who lacked sparkle 

today, pleasing in head shape with nice eyes, nice outline standing, moved keeping a good topline, 

well-marked coat. 

Special Limit Tricolor Dog (3) 

1. Darane Boys Don’t Cry (DePhillip) Fairly heavily marked tri, sound in movement, good showman, 

pleasing in head but would like a better eye, lots of tan, very showy with good temperament. 2. Jardim 

Azul’s August Flower (Matos) Shorter in back than one, well-marked coat, would like a better eye and 

not so positive in movement as one. 3. Welmforth Fame Becomes Me (Lasser) Pretty in head and eye, 

nice overall type, weak in the rear and coat looking a bit dull, presentation could be better. 

Special Limit Ruby Dog (4) 

1. Grandville Paddington Bear, JW (Grandemange) Nice overall type ruby, good eyes and nose 

pigment, little longer in back than I like, best mover in the class, shown in good coat and condition, 

nice temperament. 2. Blackfire Aquavit n Bordeaux (Lauve) Nice type, elegant on the move in 

profile, pleasing in head, weak in rear. 3. Tanglewood Rebellion (Saban/Fairchild) Similar to second 

place, lost outline on the move, would like a darker colour coat and a little mean in expression. 4. 

Salsara Oliver (Weinstein) Good for size and colour, head shape ok, just not moving positively. 

Special Limit Black & Tan Dog (2) 

1. Jax The Lad at Khatibi (Maddox/Tarabad) Liked the size of this b/t with good bright rich tan, well 

off for bone and substance, pleasing in head and eye, unfortunately lost it on the move with bad tail set 

and carriage, shown in good coat and condition. 2. Brookhaven Bob Bailey (Schilling) Very different 

in type to one, just lost on the slightly lighter eye, better made body with lots of coat, nice shaped head, 

just not moving as positively as one, sure to change places another day. 

Open Dog (4) 

1. Ch Charnell Cosmopolitan, JW (Herring) This was a very difficult class to judge, full of some 

very nice dogs, they just all varied in type and size, and all could change places another day. There was 

a lot to like about all 4 placings. I was splitting hairs on my final placings, each were of good quality 

and today I went for the well-marked blen with a lovely head, great eyes and a soft gentle expression, 

thought he was slightly better in construction with his well-placed shoulders, arched neck and good 

turn of stifle, presented a great outline standing, shown in good coat and nice condition, pleased to 

award him Winners Dog, Reserve Best in Show, Best of Opposite Sex in Show. 

2. Ch Jayba Don Juan. JW (Lander) 3. Ch Brookhaven Harrison at Almeara, JW (Whitmire) 4. 

Ch Kaceem Jonathan (Ames) 

Senior Open Dog (1) 

1. Chadwick Rhumba (Lauve/Eckersley) Blen, 12 years old and still looking great,well-marked coat, 

good for size and balance, still moving well and showing like a 3 year old, really enjoying his day. 

Junior Puppy Bitch (10) 

1. Kean Juicy Couture (Kean/Campbell) Little star in the making, with a great show temp, 

well-marked blen who showed her socks off, loved her size and balance, pretty head and expression 

and moved so well for a youngster, sure she will continue to do well. Best Puppy Bitch, Best Puppy in 

Show 

2. Woodsong Lolita (Kaiser) Another nice blen, well-marked and in good coat, very pretty head and 

expression and presents a nice outline standing, just needs to drop in her frame a little more, this will 



 

 

come with time. A very useful type of bitch. 3. Almeara Made You Look (Whitmire) Eye catching 

blen who is well marked and shown in good coat and condition, nice head and eye, framed by well-set 

ears, good for bone and substance, just rolling a bit on her shoulders today, but a nice type and will do 

well. 4. Closeburn Tibbie Stuart (Fairchild) Less mature than above, but has promise, nice head and 

eye, well-marked coat, moved freely, well balanced. 

Senior Puppy Bitch (11) 

1. Miletree Casiopia (Pickett) Heavily marked blen who should make it to the top, loved her head and 

expression, good eyes, ears set well, moved round the ring well in profile with a good tail carriage, nice 

texture coat of good rich colour, one I considered but at the end just lost that extra bit sparkle. 2. Jayba 

Love Bite (Lander) Close up to one, with a lot of quality about her, good for size, and balance, good 

topline and tail carriage, well-turned stifles. 3. Truluv I Luv Lucy (Nikaci) Neat little shape on this 

well-marked blen, pleasing in head shape and round dark eyes, ears set well, kept a lovely topline on 

the move. 4. Nightingale Kismet (Paplauckas/Mulligan) Well marked with a pretty head and large 

dark eyes, presents a nice outline standing, just lost it a little on the move, but overall a nice type. 

Graduate Puppy Bitch (6) 

1. Maibee Just My Imagination of Bentwood (Harrison) Quality bitch from the top drawer, 

well-marked blen in good coat and condition, nice head with soft gentle expression, moved really well 

both ways and pushed hard for top honours, just carrying a tad too much weight on her shoulders, sure 

her day will come, liked her a lot. 2. Mimric Marilyn Moonroe, JW (Hodges/Perkins) Another one 

from the top drawer, just lost out on maturity today, but liked everything about her, lovely head and 

eye, soft expression, moves well, just needs more coat to complete the picture and a little more 

maturity. 3. Pinecrest Dixie Melody (Eubank) Well marked tricolour, liked her size and balance, 

prettiest of heads, put down in lovely condition, not making the best of herself today. 4. Autumhill 

Nanny Sharon (Parente) B/T of nice type well balanced with good front and neck, pretty in head and 

eye. 

Novice Bitch (6) 

1. Linrica Once Upon A Dream (Hsiung/Liu) Well marked blen in good coat and condition, pretty 

head type with nice eyes and good expression, moved well with good tail set and carriage. 2. 

Autumhill Laker Girl (Parente) Similar type to one, pleasing in head shape with nice eyes, lightly 

marked coat which was presented well, moved well. 3. Chew Creek Breakin Dawn (DePhillip) Needs 

to mature a bit more, well-marked, nice head and eyes, presents a nice outline standing, coat good 

colour. 4. Jemanda Chateau Latour (Weinstein) More heavily marked blen, good for size, head and 

expression ok, moved well in front, a little close in rear. 

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch (6) 

1. Ch Granlaurel Uptown Girl, JW (Painter) Loved the type of this well-marked blen, good for size 

and overall balance. Prettiest of heads, with a soft gentle expression, presents a lovely outline standing. 

Although she was not the best mover here today I could not deny her RWB, for me she was just full of 

breed type. Reserve Winners Bitch 

2. Ch Denham Dreamed About, JW (Maddox) Quality ruby of nice colour, liked her overall size and 

balance, pretty in head shape with soft gentle eyes, moved well in profile. 3. Ch Dancasa Anastasia 

(Tiedemann) Well marked blen, nice overall type, pleasing in head, moving a little wide in front and 

heavy on the shoulders today and needs more coat and finish. 4. Welmforth Critic’s Choice (Lasser) 

Blen with a well broken coat, head and eye shape ok, soft gentle expression, not moving well, loose in 

front and lacking coat condition. 

Junior American Bred Bitch (5) 

1. Orchardhill Buy Me A Pony (Venier) Well marked tricolor who presents a lovely outline, prettiest 

of heads and eyes with soft expression, shown in good coat and condition, good bone with lovely front 

and arched neck. Very showy, one I considered for top honours. 2. Tusus Achtung Baby (Hardwick) 

Pleasing type blen who was in-between coats today, looking a little immature, just needs a bit more 

time to mature and coat up, has a pretty head and expression and a neat little shape. 3. Roseriver 

Hallelujah (Young) B/T of nice type, good for size and balance, presented in good coat and condition, 

moved and showed well. 4. Darane Paradise City, JW (Kates) Fairly heavily marked tri, small and 

compact, lots of rich deep tan markings, good bone, would like a better neck and front assembly. 

American Bred Bitch (5) 

1. Truluv Pirouette (Nikaci) Pretty feminine little bitch with a lot to offer, good for size balance and 

ample bone, pretty in head and eye with well-set ears, moved well in both directions and presented a 

lovely outline standing, showing well. 2. Blueday Chelsea (Gross) Similar comments to first place, 

just lacking furnishings today, but a nice little bitch. 3. Chadwick Snow Storm (Eckersley) A little 

bigger than my ideal and carrying a little too much weight around her shoulders, she has lovely large 

dark eyes and pretty in head, balanced outline, could be a very useful bitch. 4. Oggbrae Madison 



 

 

Morgan (Bales) Well broken markings with a nice temperament, good for size, pleasing in head, not 

quite as well made as above. 

Special Limit Blenheim Bitch (8) 

1. Loranka’s Heaven Sent at Jayba (Lander) Quality little bitch who is very eye catching on the 

move, loved her size and construction with a very pretty head and expression, nice rich colour, in good 

coat and condition, pushed hard for top honours, her day will come I am sure, liked her a lot. 2. 

Chesham A Minute of Your Time, JW (Eckersley) Nice type, liked her size, very pretty head and 

eye, neat shape with good bone, very showy little bitch with a nice temperament. 3. Autumnhill New 

Kid In Town, JW (Parente) Well broken blen with spot, short in back, good bone and substance, not 

moving well in front, needs to tighten up a little. 4. Licketysplit Lughnasa (Geoghegan) Similar to 

third, well broken coat, large dark eyes, good for size and ample bone, just lacking ear fringes. 

Special Limit Tricolor Bitch (7) 

1. Orchardhill Next Stop Wonderland (Venier) Well marked tri with a lot of quality about her, very 

pretty in head with soft expression, lots of tan markings, good bone and moves well, looks a picture 

standing with her arched neck and good front angulation, one who will do well. Presented and handled 

well. 2. Chadwick Winter Solstice (Eckersley) Slightly smaller in size and a little more heavily 

marked, short back, pretty in head and eye, moved well with good topline and tail carriage. 3. Sheeba 

Discover Mona Lisa (Gross) More masculine type in head, but has great tan marking and it’s very rich 

colour, stands with a good outline, very useful type bitch. 4. Chadwick Pickety (Taub) Not showing 

herself off today, lacking a little sparkle, nicely balanced throughout, liked her size, pretty in head. 

Special Limit Ruby Bitch (3) 

1. Darane Red Sonja, JW (Kates) Ruby with a well-balanced outline, good topline and tail set, 

feminine head with soft expression, moved well in profile. 2. Grandville Rock N Rose (Grandemange) 

Slightly different type to above, although had better eyes and shows herself off better, she was in 

between coats today and a little longer in back, but overall a nice type. 3. Tanglewood Bonnie Bell 

(Saban/McDowell) Slightly bigger and longer in body, coat of nice colour, large eyes, nose pigment 

off, moved well in front and close behind. 

Special Limit Black & Tan Bitch (4) 

1. Truluv Springtime (Nikaci) Lots to like about this Black & Tan, she has the most loveliest of 

straight silky coats, pretty in head, well-made body with good front, shown in lovely condition and 

moves well. 2. Krystle Don’t Bore Nina (Torgersen) Smaller in size, pretty in head and eye, short 

back, showed happily with a good temperament. 3. Copperhill Mustang Sally (Mitchell) Nice type 

but lacking coat today, bright tan, not too happy today and needs a bit more finish. 4. Lynsfaire 

Carolina Girl (Sams) Quite small and lacking bone and substance, pretty face with good tan, just 

looked immature in this class. 

Open Bitch (2) 

1. Ch Aranel With Love, JW (Flowers Foster) Ticks all the boxes for me, great size with the prettiest 

of heads, lovely large dark eyes and such a soft expression, well-marked coat which was presented 

well, long and silky to touch, looks lovely in profile with a proud head carriage, if I was to be critical I 

would like a better front, but for breed type she wins and could not deny her the WB today and BIS, 

presented and handled well. Winners Bitch, Best in Show, Best Blenheim in Show 

2. Ch Chadwick Your Place or Mine (O’Brien) Slightly different type but lots to like, more 

masculine in head with large eyes, very soundly made with good bone and substance, nice overall type. 

Senior Open Bitch (1) 

1. Ch Chadwick Bewitched at Blackfire (Kennedy/Weidig) Blen nearly 10 years and looking great 

today, kept her lovely shape and moves so well, shows great, just like a 2 year old, presented in nice 

condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


